Recent trends suggest that neuralnetwork-inspired word embedding models outperform traditional count-based distributional models on word similarity and analogy detection tasks. We reveal that much of the performance gains of word embeddings are due to certain system design choices and hyperparameter optimizations, rather than the embedding algorithms themselves.
Introduction
Understanding the meaning of a word is at the heart of natural language processing (NLP). While a deep, human-like, understanding remains elusive, many methods have been successful in recovering certain aspects of similarity between words.
Recently, neural-network based approaches in which words are "embedded" into a lowdimensional space were proposed by various authors (Bengio et al., 2003; Collobert and Weston, 2008) . These models represent each word as a ddimensional vector of real numbers, and vectors that are close to each other are shown to be semantically related. In particular, a sequence of papers by Mikolov et al. (2013a; 2013b) culminated in the skip-gram with negative-sampling training method (SGNS): an efficient embedding algorithm that provides state-of-the-art results on various linguistic tasks. It was popularized via word2vec, a program for creating word embeddings.
A recent study by Baroni et al. (2014) conducts a set of systematic experiments comparing word2vec embeddings to the more traditional distributional methods, such as pointwise mutual information (PMI) matrices (see Turney and Pantel (2010) and Baroni and Lenci (2010) for comprehensive surveys). These results suggest that the new embedding methods consistently outperform the traditional methods by a non-trivial margin on many similarity-oriented tasks. However, state-of-the-art embedding methods are all based on the same bag-of-contexts representation of words. Furthermore, analysis by Levy and Goldberg (2014c) shows that word2vec's SGNS is implicitly factorizing a word-context PMI matrix. That is, the mathematical objective and the sources of information available to SGNS are in fact very similar to those employed by the more traditional methods.
What, then, is the source of superiority (or perceived superiority) of these recent embeddings?
While the focus of the presentation in the wordembedding literature is on the mathematical model and the objective being optimized, other factors affect the results as well. In particular, embedding algorithms suggest some natural hyperparameters that can be tuned; many of which were already tuned to some extent by the algorithms' designers. Some hyperparameters, such as the number of negative samples to use, are clearly marked as tunable. Other modifications, such as smoothing the negative-sampling distribution, are reported in passing and considered thereafter as part of the algorithm. Others still, such as dynamically-sized context windows, are not even mentioned in some of the papers, but are part of the canonical implementation. All of these modifications and system design choices, which we collectively denote as hyperparameters, are part of the final algorithm, and, as we show, have a substantial impact on performance.
In this work, we make these hyperparameters explicit, and show how they can be adapted and transferred into the traditional count-based approach. To asses how each hyperparameter contributes to the algorithms' performance, we conduct a comprehensive set of experiments and compare four different representation methods, while controlling for the various hyperparameters.
Once adapted across methods, hyperparameter tuning significantly improves performance in every task. In many cases, changing the setting of a single hyperparameter yields a greater increase in performance than switching to a better algorithm or training on a larger corpus.
In particular, word2vec's smoothing of the negative sampling distribution can be adapted to PPMI-based methods by introducing a novel, smoothed variant of the PMI association measure (see Section 3.2). Using this variant increases performance by over 3 points per task, on average. We suspect that this smoothing partially addresses the "Achilles' heel" of PMI: its bias towards cooccurrences of rare words.
We also show that when all methods are allowed to tune a similar set of hyperparameters, their performance is largely comparable. In fact, there is no consistent advantage to one algorithmic approach over another, a result that contradicts the claim that embeddings are superior to count-based methods.
Background
We consider four word representation methods: the explicit PPMI matrix, SVD factorization of said matrix, SGNS, and GloVe. For historical reasons, we refer to PPMI and SVD as "countbased" representations, as opposed to SGNS and GloVe, which are often referred to as "neural" or "prediction-based" embeddings. All of these methods (as well as all other "skip-gram"-based embedding methods) are essentially bag-of-words models, in which the representation of each word reflects a weighted bag of context-words that cooccur with it. Such bag-of-word embedding models were previously shown to perform as well as or better than more complex embedding methods on similarity and analogy tasks (Mikolov et al., 2013a; Pennington et al., 2014) .
Notation We assume a collection of words w ∈ V W and their contexts c ∈ V C , where V W and V C are the word and context vocabularies, and denote the collection of observed word-context pairs as D. We use #(w, c) to denote the number of times the pair (w, c) appears in D. Similarly, #(w) = c ∈V C #(w, c ) and #(c) = w ∈V W #(w , c) are the number of times w and c occurred in D, respectively. In some algorithms, words and contexts are embedded in a space of d dimensions. In these cases, each word w ∈ V W is associated with a vector w ∈ R d and similarly each context c ∈ V C is represented as a vector c ∈ R d . We sometimes refer to the vectors w as rows in a |V W |×d matrix W , and to the vectors c as rows in a |V C |×d matrix C. When referring to embeddings produced by a specific method x, we may use W x and C x (e.g. W SGN S or C SV D ). All vectors are normalized to unit length before they are used for similarity calculation, making cosine similarity and dot-product equivalent (see Section 3.3 for further discussion).
Contexts D is commonly obtained by taking a corpus w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w n and defining the contexts of word w i as the words surrounding it in an Lsized window w i−L , . . . , w i−1 , w i+1 , . . . , w i+L . While other definitions of contexts have been studied (Padó and Lapata, 2007; Baroni and Lenci, 2010; Levy and Goldberg, 2014a) this work focuses on fixed-window bag-of-words contexts.
Explicit Representations (PPMI Matrix)
The traditional way to represent words in the distributional approach is to construct a highdimensional sparse matrix M , where each row represents a word w in the vocabulary V W and each column a potential context c ∈ V C . The value of each matrix cell M ij represents the association between the word w i and the context c j . A popular measure of this association is pointwise mutual information (PMI) (Church and Hanks, 1990) . PMI is defined as the log ratio between w and c's joint probability and the product of their marginal probabilities, which can be estimated by:
The rows of M PMI contain many entries of wordcontext pairs (w, c) that were never observed in the corpus, for which P M I(w, c) = log 0 = −∞. A common approach is thus to replace the M PMI matrix with M PMI 0 , in which P M I(w, c) = 0 in cases where #(w, c) = 0. A more consistent approach is to use positive PMI (PPMI), in which all 212 negative values are replaced by 0:
Bullinaria and Levy (2007) showed that M PPMI outperforms M PMI 0 on semantic similarity tasks. A well-known shortcoming of PMI, which persists in PPMI, is its bias towards infrequent events (Turney and Pantel, 2010) . A rare context c that co-occurred with a target word w even once, will often yield relatively high PMI score becausê P (c), which is in PMI's denominator, is very small. This creates a situation in which the top "distributional features" (contexts) of w are often extremely rare words, which do not necessarily appear in the respective representations of words that are semantically similar to w. Nevertheless, the PPMI measure is widely regarded as state-ofthe-art for these kinds of distributional-similarity models.
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
While sparse vector representations work well, there are also advantages to working with dense low-dimensional vectors, such as improved computational efficiency and, arguably, better generalization. Such vectors can be obtained by performing dimensionality reduction over the sparse high-dimensional matrix.
A common method of doing so is truncated Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), which finds the optimal rank d factorization with respect to L 2 loss (Eckart and Young, 1936) . It was popularized in NLP via Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) (Deerwester et al., 1990) .
SVD factorizes M into the product of three matrices U · Σ · V , where U and V are orthonormal and Σ is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues in decreasing order. By keeping only the top d elements of Σ, we obtain
In the setting of word-context matrices, the dense, d-dimensional rows of W can substitute the very high-dimensional rows of M . Indeed, a common approach in NLP literature is factorizing the PPMI matrix M PPMI with SVD, and then taking the rows of:
as word and context representations, respectively.
Skip-Grams with Negative Sampling (SGNS)
We present a brief sketch of SGNS -the skip-gram embedding model introduced in (Mikolov et al., 2013a ) trained using the negative-sampling procedure presented in (Mikolov et al., 2013b) . A detailed derivation of SGNS is available in . SGNS seeks to represent each word w ∈ V W and each context c ∈ V C as d-dimensional vectors w and c, such that words that are "similar" to each other will have similar vector representations. It does so by trying to maximize a function of the product w · c for (w, c) pairs that occur in D, and minimize it for negative examples: (w, c N ) pairs that do not necessarily occur in D. The negative examples are created by stochastically corrupting observed (w, c) pairs from D -hence the name "negative sampling". For each observation of (w, c), SGNS draws k contexts from the em-
|D| . In word2vec's implementation of SGNS, this distribution is smoothed, a design choice that boosts its performance. We explore this hyperparameter and others in Section 3. Levy and Golberg (2014c) show that SGNS's corpuslevel objective achieves its optimal value when:
SGNS as Implicit Matrix Factorization
Hence, SGNS is implicitly factorizing a wordcontext matrix whose cell's values are PMI, shifted by a global constant (log k):
SGNS performs a different kind of factorization from traditional SVD (see 2.2). In particular, the factorization's loss function is not based on L 2 , and is much less sensitive to extreme and infinite values due to a sigmoid function surrounding w · c. Furthermore, the loss is weighted, causing rare (w, c) pairs to affect the objective much less than frequent ones. Thus, while many cells in M PMI equal log 0 = −∞, the cost incurred for reconstructing these cells as a small negative value, such as −5 instead of as −∞, is negligible. 1
An additional difference from SVD, which will be explored further in Section 3.3, is that SVD factorizes M into three matrices, two of them orthonormal and one diagonal, while SGNS factorizes M into two unconstrained matrices.
Global Vectors (GloVe)
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) seeks to represent each word w ∈ V W and each context c ∈ V C as d-dimensional vectors w and c such that:
Here, b w and b c (scalars) are word/context-specific biases, and are also parameters to be learned in addition to w and c.
GloVe's objective is explicitly defined as a factorization of the log-count matrix, shifted by the entire vocabularies' bias terms:
Where b w is a |V W | dimensional row vector and b c is a |V C | dimensional column vector. If we were to fix b w = log #(w) and b c = log #(c), this would be almost 2 equivalent to factorizing the PMI matrix shifted by log(|D|). However, GloVe learns these parameters, giving an extra degree of freedom over SVD and SGNS. The model is fit to minimize a weighted least square loss, giving more weight to frequent (w, c) pairs. 3 Finally, an important novelty introduced in (Pennington et al., 2014) is that, assuming V C = V W , one could take the representation of a word w to be w + c w where c w is the row corresponding to w in C . This may improve results considerably in some circumstances, as we discuss in Sections 3.3 and 6.2.
Transferable Hyperparameters
This section presents various hyperparameters implemented in word2vec and GloVe, and shows how to adapt and apply them to count-based methods. We divide these into: pre-processing hyperparameters, which affect the algorithms' input data; association metric hyperparameters, which define how word-context interactions are calculated; and post-processing hyperparameters, which modify the resulting word vectors.
Pre-processing Hyperparameters
All the matrix-based algorithms rely on a collection D of word-context pairs (w, c) as inputs. word2vec introduces three novel variations on the way D is collected, which can be easily applied to other methods beyond SGNS.
Dynamic Context Window (dyn)
The traditional approaches usually use a constant-sized unweighted context window. For instance, if the window size is 5, then a word five tokens apart from the target is treated the same as an adjacent word. Following the intuition that contexts closer to the target are more important, context words can be weighted according to their distance from the focus word. Both GloVe and word2vec employ such a weighting scheme, and while less common, this approach was also explored in traditional count-based methods, e.g. (Sahlgren, 2006 ).
GloVe's implementation weights contexts using the harmonic function, e.g. a context word three tokens away will be counted as 1 3 of an occurrence. On the other hand, word2vec's implementation is equivalent to weighing by the distance from the focus word divided by the window size. For example, a size-5 window will weigh its contexts by The reason we call this modification dynamic context windows is because word2vec implements its weighting scheme by uniformly sampling the actual window size between 1 and L, for each token (Mikolov et al., 2013a) . The sampling method is faster than the direct method in terms of training time, since there are fewer SGD updates in SGNS and fewer non-zero matrix cells in the other methods. For our systematic experiments, we used the word2vec-style sampled version for all methods, including GloVe.
Subsampling (sub)
Subsampling is a method of diluting very frequent words, akin to removing stop-words. The subsampling method presented in (Mikolov et al., 2013a) randomly removes words that are more frequent than some threshold t with a probability of p, where f marks the word's corpus frequency:
Following the recommendation in (Mikolov et al., 2013a) , we use t = 10 −5 in our experiments. 4
Another implementation detail of subsampling in word2vec is that the removal of tokens is done before the corpus is processed into wordcontext pairs. This practically enlarges the context window's size for many tokens, because they can now reach words that were not in their original L-sized windows. We call this kind of subsampling "dirty", as opposed to "clean" subsampling, which removes subsampled words without affecting the context window's size. We found their impact on performance comparable, and report results of only the "dirty" variant.
Deleting Rare Words (del) While it is common to ignore words that are rare in the training corpus, word2vec removes these tokens from the corpus before creating context windows. As with subsampling, this variation narrows the distance between tokens, inserting new word-context pairs that did not exist in the original corpus with the same window size. Though this variation may also have an effect on performance, preliminary experiments showed that it was small, and we therefore do not investigate its effect in this paper.
Association Metric Hyperparameters
The PMI (or PPMI) between a word and its context is well known to be an effective association measure in the word similarity literature. Levy and Golberg (2014c) show that SGNS is implicitly factorizing a word-context matrix whose cell's values are shifted PMI. Following their analysis, we present two variations of the PMI (and implicitly PPMI) association metric, which we adopt from SGNS. These enhancements of PMI are not directly applicable to GloVe, which, by definition, uses a different association measure.
Shifted PMI (neg) SGNS has a natural hyperparameter k (the number of negative samples), which affects the value that SGNS is trying to optimize for each (w, c): P M I(w, c) − log k. The shift caused by k > 1 can be applied to distributional methods through shifted PPMI (Levy and Goldberg, 2014c) :
It is important to understand that in SGNS, k has two distinct functions. First, it is used to better estimate the distribution of negative examples; a higher k means more data and better estimation. Second, it acts as a prior on the probability of observing a positive example (an actual occurrence of (w, c) in the corpus) versus a negative example; a higher k means that negative examples are more probable. Shifted PPMI captures only the second aspect of k (a prior). We experiment with three values of k: 1, 5, 15.
Context Distribution Smoothing (cds) In word2vec, negative examples (contexts) are sampled according to a smoothed unigram distribution. In order to smooth the original contexts' distribution, all context counts are raised to the power of α (Mikolov et al. (2013b) found α = 0.75 to work well). This smoothing variation has an analog when calculating PMI directly:
Like other smoothing techniques (Pantel and Lin, 2002; Turney and Littman, 2003) , context distribution smoothing alleviates PMI's bias towards rare words. It does so by enlarging the probability of sampling a rare context (sinceP α (c) >P (c) when c is infrequent), which in turn reduces the PMI of (w, c) for any w co-occurring with the rare context c. In Section 6.2 we demonstrate that this novel variant of PMI is very effective, and consistently improves performance across tasks, methods, and configurations. We experiment with two values of α: 1 (unsmoothed) and 0.75 (smoothed).
Post-processing Hyperparameters
We present three hyperparameters that modify the algorithms' output: the word vectors.
Adding Context Vectors (w+c) Pennington et al. (2014) propose using the context vectors in addition to the word vectors as GloVe's output. For example, the word "cat" can be represented as:
where w and c are the word and context embeddings, respectively. This vector combination was originally motivated as an ensemble method. Here, we provide a different interpretation of its effect on the cosine similarity function. Specifically, we show 215 that adding context vectors effectively adds firstorder similarity terms to the second-order similarity function.
Consider the cosine similarity of two words:
(The last step follows because, as noted in Section 2, the word and context vectors are normalized after training.) The resulting expression combines similarity terms which can be divided into two groups: second-order similarity (w x · w y , c x · c y ) and firstorder similarity (w * · c * ). The second-order terms measure the extent to which the two words are replaceable based on their tendencies to appear in similar contexts, and are the manifestation of Harris's (1954) distributional hypothesis. The firstorder terms measure the tendency of one word to appear in the context of the other.
In SVD and SGNS, the first-order similarity terms between w and c converge to P M I(w, c), while in GloVe it converges into their log-count (with some bias terms).
The similarity calculated in equation 4 is thus a symmetric combination of the first-order and second order similarities of x and y, normalized by a function of their reflective first-order similarities:
This similarity measure states that words are similar if they tend to appear in similar contexts, or if they tend to appear in the contexts of each other (and preferably both).
The additive w+c representation can be trivially applied to other methods that produce distinct word and context vectors (e.g. SVD and SGNS). On the other hand, explicit methods such as PPMI are sparse by definition, and nullify the vast majority of first-order similarities. We therefore do not apply w+c to PPMI in this study.
Eigenvalue Weighting (eig) As mentioned in Section 2.2, the word and context vectors derived using SVD are typically represented by (equation 1):
However, this is not necessarily the optimal construction of W SVD for word similarity tasks. We note that in the SVD-based factorization, the resulting word and context matrices have very different properties. In particular, the context matrix C SVD is orthonormal while the word matrix W SVD is not. On the other hand, the factorization achieved by SGNS's training procedure is much more "symmetric", in the sense that neither W W2V nor C W2V is orthonormal, and no particular bias is given to either of the matrices in the training objective. Similar symmetry can be achieved with the following factorization:
Alternatively, the eigenvalue matrix can be dismissed altogether:
While it is not theoretically clear why the symmetric approach is better for semantic tasks, it does work much better empirically (see Section 6.1). A similar observation was made by Caron (2001) , who suggested adding a parameter p to control the eigenvalue matrix Σ:
Later studies show that weighting the eigenvalue matrix Σ d with the exponent p can have a significant effect on performance, and should be tuned (Bullinaria and Levy, 2012; Turney, 2012) . Adapting the notion of symmetric decomposition from SGNS, this study experiments only with symmetric variants of SVD (p = 0, p = 0.5; equations (6) and (5)) and the traditional factorization (p = 1; equation (1)).
Vector Normalization (nrm) As mentioned in Section 2, all vectors (i.e. W 's rows) are normalized to unit length (L 2 normalization), rendering the dot product operation equivalent to cosine similarity. This normalization is a hyperparameter setting in itself, and other normalizations are also applicable. The trivial case is using no normalization at all. Another setting, used by Pennington et al. (2014) , normalizes the columns of W rather than its rows. It is also possible to consider a fourth setting that combines both row and column normalizations.
Note that column normalization is akin to dismissing the eigenvalues in SVD. While the hyperparameter setting eig = 0 has an important positive impact on SVD, the same cannot be said of column normalization on other methods. In preliminary experiments, we tried the four different normalization schemes described above (none, row, column, and both), and found the standard L 2 normalization of W 's rows (i.e. using the cosine similarity measure) to be consistently superior.
Experimental Setup
We explored a large space of hyperparameters, representations, and evaluation datasets. Table 1 enumerates the hyperparameter space. We generated 72 PPMI, 432 SVD, 144 SGNS, and 24 GloVe representations; 672 overall.
Hyperparameter Space

Word Representations
Corpus All models were trained on English Wikipedia (August 2013 dump), pre-processed by removing non-textual elements, sentence splitting, and tokenization. The corpus contains 77.5 million sentences, spanning 1.5 billion tokens. Models were derived using windows of 2, 5, and 10 tokens to each side of the focus word (the window size parameter is denoted win). Words that appeared less than 100 times in the corpus were ignored, resulting in vocabularies of 189,533 terms for both words and contexts.
Training Embeddings We trained a 500-dimensional representation with SVD, SGNS, and GloVe. SGNS was trained using a modified version of word2vec which receives a sequence of pre-extracted word-context pairs (Levy and Goldberg, 2014a) . GloVe was trained with 50 iterations using the original implementation (Pennington et al., 2014) , applied to the pre-extracted wordcontext pairs.
Test Datasets
We evaluated each word representation on eight datasets covering similarity and analogy tasks.
Word Similarity We used six datasets to evaluate word similarity: the popular WordSim353 (Finkelstein et al., 2002) Analogy The two analogy datasets present questions of the form "a is to a * as b is to b * ", where b * is hidden, and must be guessed from the entire vocabulary. MSR's analogy dataset (Mikolov et al., 2013c) contains 8000 morpho-syntactic analogy questions, such as "good is to best as smart is to smartest". Google's analogy dataset (Mikolov et al., 2013a) contains 19544 questions, about half of the same kind as in MSR (syntactic analogies), and another half of a more semantic nature, such as capital cities ("Paris is to France as Tokyo is to Japan"). After filtering questions involving outof-vocabulary words, i.e. words that appeared in English Wikipedia less than 100 times, we remain with 7118 instances in MSR and 19258 instances in Google. The analogy questions are answered using 3CosAdd (addition and subtraction):
as well as 3CosMul, which is state-of-the-art in analogy recovery (Levy and Goldberg, 2014b) : Table 2 : Performance of each method across different tasks in the "vanilla" scenario (all hyperparameters set to default): win = 2; dyn = none; sub = none; neg = 1; cds = 1; w+c = only w; eig = 0.0. Table 4 : Performance of each method across different tasks using the best configuration for that method and task combination, assuming win = 2. ε = 0.001 is used to prevent division by zero. We abbreviate the two methods "Add" and "Mul", respectively. The evaluation metric for the analogy questions is the percentage of questions for which the argmax result was the correct answer (b * ).
Method
Results
We begin by comparing the effect of various hyperparameter configurations, and observe that different settings have a substantial impact on performance (Section 5.1); at times, this improvement is greater than that of switching to a different representation method. We then show that, in some tasks, careful hyperparameter tuning can also outweigh the importance of adding more data (5.2). Finally, we observe that our results do not agree with a few recent claims in the word embedding literature, and suggest that these discrepancies stem from hyperparameter settings that were not controlled for in previous experiments (5.3).
Hyperparameters vs Algorithms
We first examine a "vanilla" scenario (Table 2) , in which all hyperparameters are "turned off" (set to default values): small context windows (win = 2), no dynamic contexts (dyn = none), no subsampling (sub = none), one negative sample (neg = 1), no smoothing (cds = 1), no context vectors (w+c = only w), and default eigenvalue weights (eig = 0.0). 5 Overall, SVD outperforms other methods on most word similarity tasks, often having a considerable advantage over the secondbest. In contrast, analogy tasks present mixed results; SGNS yields the best result in MSR's analogies, while PPMI dominates Google's dataset. The second scenario (Table 3 ) sets the hyperparameters to word2vec's default values: small context windows (win = 2), 6 dynamic contexts (dyn = with), dirty subsampling (sub = dirty), five negative samples (neg = 5), context distribution smoothing (cds = 0.75), no context vectors (w+c = only w), and default eigenvalue weights Table 5 : Performance of each method across different tasks using 2-fold cross-validation for hyperparameter tuning. Configurations on large-scale (LS) corpora are also presented for comparison.
(eig = 0.0). The results in this scenario are quite different than those of the vanilla scenario, with better performance in many cases. However, this change is not uniform, as we observe that different settings boost different algorithms. In fact, the question "Which method is best?" might have a completely different answer when comparing on the same task but with different hyperparameter values. Looking at Table 2 and Table 3 , for example, SVD is the best algorithm for SimLex-999 in the vanilla scenario, whereas in the word2vec scenario, it does not perform as well as SGNS. The third scenario (Table 4 ) enables the full range of hyperparameters given small context windows (win = 2); we evaluate each method on each task given every hyperparameter configuration, and choose the best performance. We see a considerable performance increase across all methods when comparing to both the vanilla (Table 2) and word2vec scenarios (Table 3) : the best combination of hyperparameters improves up to 15.7 points beyond the vanilla setting, and over 6 points on average. It appears that selecting the right hyperparameter settings often has more impact than choosing the most suitable algorithm. Table 4 result from an "oracle" experiment, in which the hyperparameters are tuned on the test data, providing an upper bound on the potential performance improvement of hyperparameter tuning. Are such gains achievable in practice? Table 5 describes a realistic scenario, where the hyperparameters are tuned on a training set, which is separate from the unseen test data. We also report results for different window sizes (win = 2, 5, 10). We use 2-fold cross validation, in which, for each task, the hyperparameters are tuned on each half of the data and evaluated on the other half. The numbers reported in Table 5 are the averages of the two runs for each data-point.
Main Result The numbers in
The results indicate that approaching the oracle's improvements are indeed feasible. When comparing the performance of the trained configuration (Table 5) to that of the optimal one (Table 4), their average difference is about 1%, with larger datasets usually finding the optimal configuration. It is therefore both practical and beneficial to properly tune hyperparameters for word similarity and analogy detection tasks.
An interesting observation, which immediately appears when looking at Table 5, is that there is no single method that consistently performs better than the rest. This behavior is visible across all window sizes, and is discussed in further detail in Section 5.3.
Hyperparameters vs Big Data
An important factor in evaluating distributional methods is the size of corpus and vocabulary, where larger corpora tend to yield better representations. However, training word vectors from larger corpora is more costly in computation time, which could be spent in tuning hyperparameters.
To compare the effect of bigger data versus more flexible hyperparameter settings, we created a large corpus with over 10.5 billion words (7 times larger than our original corpus). This corpus was built from an 8.5 billion word corpus sug-gested by Mikolov for training word2vec, 7 to which we added UKWaC (Ferraresi et al., 2008) . As with the original setup, our vocabulary contained every word that appeared at least 100 times in the corpus, amounting to about 620,000 words. Finally, we fixed the context windows to be broad and dynamic (win = 10, dyn = with), and explored 16 hyperparameter settings comprising of: subsampling (sub), shifted PMI (neg = 1, 5), context distribution smoothing (cds), and adding context vectors (w+c). This space is somewhat more restricted than the original hyperparameter space.
In terms of computation, SGNS scales nicely, requiring about half a day of computation per setup. GloVe, on the other hand, took several days to run a single 50-iteration instance for this corpus. Applying the traditional count-based methods to this setting proved technically challenging, as they consumed too much memory to be efficiently manipulated. We thus present results for only SGNS and GloVe (Table 5) .
Remarkably, there are some cases (3/6 word similarity tasks) in which tuning a larger space of hyperparameters is indeed more beneficial than expanding the corpus. In other cases, however, more data does seem to pay off, as evident with both analogy tasks.
Re-evaluating Prior Claims
Prior art raises several claims regarding the superiority of certain methods over the others. However, these studies did not control for the hyperparameters presented in this work. We thus revisit these claims, and examine their validity based on the results in Table 5 . 8 Are embeddings superior to count-based distributional methods? It is commonly believed that modern prediction-based embeddings perform better than traditional count-based methods. This claim was recently supported by a series of systematic evaluations by Baroni et al. (2014) . However, our results suggest a different trend. Table 5 shows that in word similarity tasks, the average score of SGNS is actually lower than SVD's when win = 2, 5, and it never outperforms SVD 7 http://word2vec.googlecode.com/svn/ trunk/demo-train-big-model-v1.sh 8 We note that all conclusions drawn in this section rely on the specific data and settings with which we experiment. It is indeed feasible that experiments on different tasks, data, and hyperparameters may yield other conclusions.
by more than 1.7 points in those cases. In Google's analogies SGNS and GloVe indeed perform better than PPMI, but only by a margin of 3.7 points (compare PPMI with win = 2 and SGNS with win = 5). MSR's analogy dataset is the only case where SGNS and GloVe substantially outperform PPMI and SVD. 9 Overall, there does not seem to be a consistent significant advantage to one approach over the other, thus refuting the claim that prediction-based methods are superior to countbased approaches.
The contradictory results in (Baroni et al., 2014) stem from creating word2vec embeddings with somewhat pre-tuned hyperparameters (recommended by word2vec), and comparing them to "vanilla" PPMI and SVD representations. In particular, shifted PMI (negative sampling) and context distribution smoothing (cds = 0.75, equation (3) in Section 3.2) were turned on for SGNS, but not for PPMI and SVD. An additional difference is Baroni et al.'s setting of eig=1, which significantly deteriorates SVD's performance (see Section 6.1).
Is GloVe superior to SGNS? Pennington et al. (2014) show a variety of experiments in which GloVe outperforms SGNS (among other methods). However, our results show the complete opposite. In fact, SGNS outperforms GloVe in every task (Table 5) . Only when restricted to 3CosAdd, a suboptimal configuration, does GloVe show a 0.8 point advantage over SGNS. This trend persists when scaling up to a larger corpus and vocabulary.
This contradiction can be explained by three major differences in the experimental setup. First, in our experiments, hyperparameters were allowed to vary; in particular, w+c was applied to all the methods, including SGNS. Secondly, Pennington et al. (2014) only evaluated on Google's analogies, but not on MSR's. Finally, in our work, all methods are compared using the same underlying corpus.
It is also important to bear in mind that, by definition, GloVe cannot use two hyperparameters: shifted PMI (neg) and context distribution smoothing (cds). Instead, GloVe learns a set of bias parameters that subsumes these two modifications and many other potential changes to the PMI metric. Albeit its greater flexibility, GloVe does not fair better than SGNS in our experiments.
Is PPMI on-par with SGNS on analogy tasks? Levy and Goldberg (2014b) show that PPMI and SGNS perform similarly on both Google's and MSR's analogy tasks. Nevertheless, the results in Table 5 show a clear advantage to SGNS. While the gap on Google's analogies is not very large (PPMI lags behind SGNS by only 3.7 points), SGNS consistently outperforms PPMI by a large margin on the MSR dataset. MSR's analogy dataset captures syntactic relations, such as singular-plural inflections for nouns and tense modifications for verbs. We conjecture that capturing these syntactic relations may rely on certain types of contexts, such as determiners and function words, which SGNS might be better at capturing -perhaps due to the way it assigns weights to different examples, or because it also captures negative correlations which are filtered by PPMI.
A deeper look into Levy and Goldberg's (2014b) experiments reveals the use of PPMI with positional contexts (i.e. each context is a conjunction of a word and its relative position to the target word), whereas SGNS was employed with regular bag-of-words contexts. Positional contexts might contain relevant information for recovering syntactic analogies, explaining PPMI's relatively high score on MSR's analogy task in (Levy and Goldberg, 2014b) . Does 3CosMul recover more analogies than 3CosAdd? Levy and Goldberg (2014b) show that using similarity multiplication (3CosMul) rather than addition (3CosAdd) improves results on all methods and on every task. This claim is consistent with our findings; indeed, 3CosMul dominates 3CosAdd in every case. The improvement is particularly noticeable for SVD and PPMI, which considerably underperform other methods when using 3CosAdd.
Comparison with CBOW
Another algorithm featured in word2vec is CBOW. Unlike the other methods, CBOW cannot be easily expressed as a factorization of a wordcontext matrix; it ties together the tokens of each context window by representing the context vector as the sum of its words' vectors. It is thus more expressive than the other methods, and has a potential of deriving better word representations.
While Mikolov et al. (2013b) found SGNS to outperform CBOW, Baroni et al. (2014) reports that CBOW had a slight advantage. We com- pared CBOW to the other methods when setting all the hyperparameters to the defaults provided by word2vec (Table 3) . With the exception of MSR's analogy task, CBOW is not the bestperforming method of any other task in this scenario. Other scenarios showed similar trends in our preliminary experiments. While CBOW can potentially derive better representations by combining the tokens in each context window, this potential is not realized in practice. Nevertheless, Melamud et al. (2014) show that capturing joint contexts can indeed improve performance on word similarity tasks, and we believe it is a direction worth pursuing.
Hyperparameter Analysis
We analyze the individual impact of each hyperparameter, and try to characterize the conditions in which a certain setting is beneficial.
Harmful Configurations
Certain hyperparameter settings might cripple the performance of a certain method. We observe two scenarios in which SVD performs poorly.
SVD does not benefit from shifted PPMI. Setting neg > 1 consistently deteriorates SVD's performance. Levy and Goldberg (2014c) made a similar observation, and hypothesized that this is a result of the increasing number of zero-cells, which may cause SVD to prefer a factorization that is very close to the zero matrix. SVD's L 2 objective is unweighted, and it does not distinguish between observed and unobserved matrix cells.
Using SVD "correctly" is bad. The traditional way of representing words with SVD uses the eigenvalue matrix (eig = 1):
Despite being theoretically well-motivated, this setting leads to very poor results in practice, when compared to other settings (eig = 0.5 or 0). Table 6 demonstrates this gap.
The drop in average accuracy when setting eig = 1 is astounding. The performance gap persists under different hyperparameter settings as well, and drops in performance of over 15 points (absolute) when using eig = 1 instead of eig = 0.5 or 0 are not uncommon. This setting is one of the main reasons for SVD's inferior results in the study by Baroni et al. (2014) , and also the reason we chose to use eig = 0.5 as the default setting for SVD in the vanilla scenario.
Beneficial Configurations
To identify which hyperparameter settings are beneficial, we looked at the best configuration of each method on each task. We then counted the number of times each hyperparameter setting was chosen in these configurations (Table 7) . Some trends emerge, such as PPMI and SVD's preference towards shorter context windows 10 (win = 2), and that SGNS always prefers numerous negative samples (neg > 1).
To get a closer look and isolate the effect of each hyperparameter, we controlled for said hyperparameter, and compared the best configurations given each of the hyperparameter's settings. Table 8 shows the difference between default and non-default settings of each hyperparameter.
While many hyperparameter settings can improve performance, they may also degrade it when chosen incorrectly. For instance, in the case of shifted PMI (neg), SGNS consistently profits from neg > 1, while SVD's performance is dramatically reduced. For PPMI, the utility of applying neg > 1 depends on the type of task: word similarity or analogy. Another example is dynamic context windows (dyn), which is beneficial for MSR's analogy task, but largely detrimental to other tasks.
It appears that the only hyperparameter that can be "blindly" applied in any situation is context distribution smoothing (cds = 0.75), yielding a consistent improvement at an insignificant risk. Note that cds helps PPMI more than it does other methods; we suggest that this is because it reduces the relative impact of rare words on the distributional representation, thus addressing PMI's "Achilles' heel". 10 This might also relate to PMI's bias towards infrequent events (see Section 2.1). Broader windows create more random co-occurrences with rare words, "polluting" the distributional vector with random words that have high PMI scores.
Practical Recommendations
It is generally advisable to tune all hyperparameters, as well as algorithm-specific hyperparameters, for the task at hand. However, this may be computationally expensive. We thus provide some "rules of thumb", which we found to work well in our setting:
• Always use context distribution smoothing (cds = 0.75) to modify PMI, as described in Section 3.2. It consistently improves performance, and is applicable to PPMI, SVD, and SGNS.
• Do not use SVD "correctly" (eig = 1). Instead, use one of the symmetric variants (Section 3.3).
• SGNS is a robust baseline. While it might not be the best method for every task, it does not significantly underperform in any scenario. Moreover, SGNS is the fastest method to train, and cheapest (by far) in terms of disk space and memory consumption.
• With SGNS, prefer many negative samples.
• for both SGNS and GloVe, it is worthwhile to experiment with the w + c variant, which is cheap to apply (does not require retraining) and can result in substantial gains (as well as substantial losses).
Conclusions
Recent embedding methods introduce a plethora of design choices beyond network architecture and optimization algorithms. We reveal that these seemingly minor variations can have a large impact on the success of word representation methods. By showing how to adapt and tune these hyperparameters in traditional methods, we allow a proper comparison between representations, and challenge various claims of superiority from the word embedding literature.
This study also exposes the need for more controlled-variable experiments, and extending the concept of "variable" from the obvious task, data, and method to the often ignored preprocessing steps and hyperparameter settings. We also stress the need for transparent and reproducible experiments, and commend authors such as Mikolov, Pennington, and others for making their code publicly available. In this spirit, we make our code available as well. (e) Performance difference between best models with w+c = w + c and w+c = only w. Table ( d) means that the best model with cds = 0.75 is 9.2% more accurate (absolute) than the best model with cds = 1; i.e. on MSR's analogies, using cds = 0.75 instead of cds = 1 improved PPMI's accuracy from .443 to .535.
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